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the first sixty or seventy years of the century. The plumber, for instance,
ignorant of the mysteries of hot-water engineering, was often a caster of
lead statues and of decorated lead cisterns. The plasterer was sometimes
also a stucco-worker, though much stucco-work was done by Italians.
House-carving, like ship-carving, was a recognized trade, though in the
forties it was admitted to be in its decadence, that is presumably, to have
declined since the great days of the Grinling Gibbons school:
The carving now used is but the outlines of the art, it consists only in some
unmeaning scroll, or a bad representation of some fruit or flowers. The
gentry, because it is the mode, will have some sort of carving, but are no
judges of the execution of the work: they bargain with the master-builder
or architect for something of the kind; he, to make the most of it, employs
such hands as can give him a slight flourish for his money, no matter how it is
done, therefore it is not necessary to spend much time or money to acquire
this superficial kind of carving,11
There was more scope for the chair-carver, a separate trade and a
thriving one,12 and for the coach-carver, who had to be * pretty expert
in representing naked boys, festoons of fruit, flowers and other orna-
ments', but *had no occasion for perspective*. The smith's trade had
many branches, among which the lock-smith, the grate-and-stove-
smith and the gate- and palisade-smith stand out for the beauty of
many of their productions. It was that golden age when the artist was
a craftsman, and the craftsman an artist. Coach-painting and sign-
painting were both trades and arts. It was the custom to apprentice
budding artists to sign- or coach-painters, and it was complained that
the coach-painter was badly exploited by the coach-builder:
That fraternity, not content with a moderate profit, upon a part they are
unable to execute themselves, make a common practice of doubling and
trebling the charge to their employers, and at the same time continue by all
possible means to reduce and undervalue me productions of these ingenious
people who, exclusive of their labour, furnish oil, gold, and colours	13
The sign-painter was in a better position. For the sign of Shakespeare
which hung in Little Russell Street, Drury Lane, the artist (said to be
Clarkson) is reputed to have been paid £500, a sum which seems
incredible compared with the prices paid to Reynolds and Gains-
borough, though it certainly included die cost of gilding, carving and

